
 

 

 

  

The Frisbys - On the Rise 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Distinctly personal throughout, their songs recall real experiences and influences. “We were always singing together 
around the house, arranging 60s pop songs into close harmony and fighting over the radio during long car 
journeys” Nicola recalls. Undeniably their blood harmonies, blended with their own unique brand of melodic folk, 
are their ace card; which singles them out as a rare and promising talent.  
 
 
The past few years have seen The Frisbys support artists including Husky, Mark Chadwick (The Levellers), 
Messenger and Eamonn Coyne and Kris Drever (LAU) in beautiful and established venues such as Ronnie Scott’s 
Jazz Club, The Borderline, The Natural History Museum and St Pancras Old Church.  
 
 
With the band already receiving support from the likes of BBC Introducing, Amazing Radio, Chris Country Radio, 
Team, Rock Radio, Folk Radio and Daytrotter, The Frisbys already boasts an impressive audience. Vinyl District 
recently named them as Artist of the Week together with full features in Prog Magazine, Fatea Magazine Showcase 
Sessions and Gigwise.  
 

 
Following on from the success of their sold-out EP launch and release, ‘The Cause’ and recent  

release of ‘Gretna’, The Frisbys will shortly be releasing their new EP, ‘My Wicked Mind’. 
 

T 
he Frisbys, fronted by twin sisters Helen and Nicola Frisby, are a London based alternative country  
    band. Drawing comparisons to the likes of Fleetwood Mac, Joseph and First Aid Kit, The Frisbys have  

 quickly gained a reputation for their striking songwriting and stirring harmonies. The musical evolution 
has been a lifelong journey, evoking warm undertones woven with a distinct narrative with each release.  
 



    

'With tracks that deal with a wide array of issues, both of the lighter 

and darker sides of life, it’s an epic EP'  

- THE VINYL DISTRICT - 

‘Tracks as sweet as honey'  

- MUSIC FOR LUNCH - 

‘Effortless symbiotic chemistry at 

work in all that they do’  

- GIGWISE - 

 

‘Breath-taking’  

- FOLK RADIO UK - 

‘Glorious harmonies and sweet, 

emotive sound’  

- FOR FOLK'S SAKE - 

‘Country music to soothe the soul…’  

- BBC Introducing - 


